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INTRODUCTION,

Unfortunately, simply being in favor of safety is not enough to prevent

- accidents. Concern for safety must be translated into action pr7he part of-

industry and workers. Unsafe-acts and unsafe conditions mast be understood

as measurable; only then can accidents be eliminated.

Elevatdrs and other material and personnel movement devices are built

according to established guidelines. Safe usage of thesedevices depends on

lawful construction, regular maintaillance, and proper operati/ng procedures.

.No.device is completely safe unless it is being operated by,someon who has

studied and learned the guidelines that govern' its use. The trained operator

who is in command of the device must understand its capabilities and limita-

tions. 1

Besides taking a toll on human life and health, the galfunctioo of mate-
.,

riai and personnel movement dev.ces can be very costly in--ferms of),1%oduction

.loss and repair or replacement expenditures. Property damage may not be Mkt.'

ited to the movement device itself; whole buildings can ,be destroyed by a.

fire, an explosjon, or a collapse that is initiated by a seemingly minor

Accidents are extremely expensive in terms of human life and tealp

property, and productivity. The impact 'of a serious accident, an-employee

andihis or her'family,,co7workers Ind .company is so:great as to be difficult
fo.

to measure. Safety is not only a humane choice but an economically practical

one.

.The use of. personnel and mat4rial movement devices iv eConomically'essen-

tial in modern production operations. Wth'thesedevices come increased
'

opportunities for accidents, so safe procedk4res for operating them and for

working in their vicinity are necessary.
. .

. , This'module covers safe conditions and operating practices'for conveyors,
1 ..

elevators, escalators, moving walks%, manli?ts, forklifts, motorized hand

trucks, and aerial bucket devices.

/
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OBJECTIVES'

,t. WI

/

... ..

Upon completion of this module, the student should be able to:
.., %

1. List four hazards characteristic of COlveyors and some precautions that

aid im
II

conveyorssafety. (Page 3),,-
1

,

2. List three devices to provide-operator safety on lift.trucks. (Page 6)

3. Name two safety features 'of a motorized hand truck and describe how

these devices work. (Page 9) .
. ,

.

4. Identify the types and functions of safety features that are provided on

. .

. . tractitni and Kydraulic
.

elevators. (Page 11)
,

5. Name at least two safety features of a freight elevator. (Page 14)

6. Name six visible safety features on escalators. (Page 16)

7. Identify at least two safety 'features of moving ilalkway;,. (Page 18)
/

8. List six main Operating rules of a manlift. , (Pale 20) -

. 9. List nine safety procedures for aerial bucket d4ices. (Page 25)

10. State the procedures for and frequency of inspections of'personnet move-

ment devices. (Page 27)

' 11.

,
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SUBJECT MATTER

'OBJECTIVE i: List ,four' hat haraCteristic of con-

veyors and some precaution that aid in conveyor safety.

The device that has done mtch to revolutionize materials handling is the
..,

conveyer. This is due p the conveyor's ability to move largeNantities of

material efficiently. '.The.most commoncOnveyors are belt-type conveyors,

chain.conveyors, and bucket conveyors, all of which may be either mobile or

fixed. There are other types of conveyors less commonly used;the e are the

types with platforms incr. wheel, conveyors. There is also a screw conve
.

that moves grain and bulk-Material to location by means of a screw insid

container. Since.conveyors can be hazardous,,mechanical guards are provi ed c

'to protect the operating personnel, as well as those in the vicinity. The

-loading point, the transfer points,and the discharge pAnts of conmeyors.

must all be guaKded tql.prevent ob-
GUARD 1 GUARD--,\

jects.falling #f the conveyor and

, hitting workers who may be in the
c,

surrounding area. Figure 1 shows

cross section of a conveyor, /

with guards on each side.
.

Workers must also be aware of

Figure 1. Conveyor
"nip points" on conveyors'.. These

yor guards..
. hazards are created by one or more

. ,

rotating Arts on the conveyor.. Aintp point is formed whenever a part rotates

over, under,'or near'a stationary Object. ;his haza7d is formed on a conveyor

-when the belt or biain rotateraround the

I

sprocket.or Pulley. See Figure 2., -Another
u

kind of hazard is known as a shear point;

these points are sometimes located where

the conveying mechanism runs Close to a

stAionary object or to a guard. Nip point

sear point.guards are required for'

overhead convey6rs that are mere than seven
Figure-1. Exaple'of nip41.

.. points,
5b

feet above the floor. In restricted

e
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. from the traffic of the general public, where workers are familiar wi th the

surrounding area, such guards are not required, either..--- areas that are not

guarded should have signs statir(g.that thereis aihaiard in the area, to

alert workers thafthe hazard exists. Guards should be provided where cip-

veytrs pass'ever roads, walkways, and work area's, too prevent objects from

falling,on workers-underntath.

'1CROSSOVER
WITH HAND RAIL
ANO STAIRS

CONVEYOR It-- FLOOR

Conveyors,of extended,

length require asmeans of

passing from one side'to the

other. Since walking on a
0

conveyor is very unsafe,

crossovers'are provided to

allow safe passage from one

side to the other.. Cross-

overs may be either stairs or

ladders coming from each side

Figure 3. Crosswalk over conveyor belt. of the conveyor andiconnected-
.

.

ay a crosswalk (see'figure 3).

, here conveyors pass through building flooris, the openings shou ld be
4111

guarded by handrails and toeboards. Automatical;y-closing fire dobrs Should

be.provided_where conveyors pass throughpa building floor or through,a fire . a

.wa11.. "

Conveyors appear to besimOle devices, but workers should be'trained ins

`their Groper use./ Such training should include starting and stopping proce-
.

. dures as we 1 as the us of the emergengy devices provided do eacn'conveyor

system. In the recognized procedure.for loading and Voading, workers must

stand clear.of'tne cup/ or so that'feet and Bands will not-get entangled in'

the conveying devite.
/

4,

A.cental control Station with a.good view of the conveyoi: provides the

means ltr starting and stopping the conveyor system. If the system has trans -.

fer points to feed the flow of material from one conveyor to another, thp.qp-
1

eration of the gates.involved may be electrically,co9IrVIled at the central

station. \I

s Page 451425
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Conveyors situated where they may cause -injury to workers should have a

warning system to notify all ,personnel in the area that thq conveyor is about
.

to start. -The power-optrated conveyor must have emergency stop devices )o-

Cated along the travel of. the conveyor, particularly if it travels long dis-

tances. Whenever these emergency .devices are actuated, they must-be manually

reset... The cause of the stoppage should be determined and cleared before the

conveyor is restarted.' For the safe operation of a 'conveyor, the operator

should have clear access to the start and stop switches. 'All deas around

loading and unloading points should be cleared of obstructions to prevent

any danger 'to workers. .

, Lubrication of any,mechanicP device is necessary...The procedure for

lubricating a.conveyor is (1) turn the conveyor ofd add lock the controls;
.

.(2) locate Al the lubrication points on the conveyor and lubricate,each One

in the proper manner. This should include the-bearings of the rollers that

are under belt devices, chain rollers, and the motor itself. The purpose of

lubrication is to extend the wife of the conveyor so that it will perform its

# job nd make the movtn9 of materials easier fOr everyone. Safety devices are

on the- conveyor for the protection of personnel, so the third step is to check ,

_these deviceS to see that they are working properly and that the guards are

properly located.

ACTIVITY I:*

1. Name five locations on a conveyor wbere'guarbding may

be necessary.

a.

b.

d.

e. a

When an emergency stop dev. on a conveyor actuates,

what must be done before t onveyor is manually,.

reset?

*Answers to Activities appear on page 30.

8
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-OBJECTIVE 2: .List tree devices to provide operator

safety on lift trucks ...-

41.

. .

Power lift trucks; called'industrial or forklift trucks, have been in

use for many years. ,During this period of time it has become apparent that

certain,safety features for the protection of the operator needed to be de-

ed into the'trucks-.. Safety features are now .incorporated into most irt-

\i
du rial trucks. For example, an overhead guard,Allaced above the operaton's

cab or seat, protiFts the operator from 1lling objects. This guard deflects

or stops small objects.:/but it is not designed to cope with the 'fall,of a full

load. Thus, ,it is important for the operator to exercise great care with any
,

load being lifted. To further protect. the operator, the carriage (load ele-

vating
40110,6

assembly) s be equipped,w/th a load backrest. For high lifts,
't

there should be an ext ion on thi.s load backrest to provide additional pro-
. ,

tection Yrom Objects that might fall from the lifted load. The lilfting.mech-
s

anism should be designed to prevent'the carriage frai being raised too far on ,

the mast. (The two vertical beams of the mast support the carriage and con-

tain the hoisting mechanism.) One of the significant improvemeQts .incorpo-
.

rated into the'design of lift trucks is a mast that is capable of beirig

tilted 'forward and backwards while being raised and lowered. ,In all lifting

LIGHT
OVER HEAD

operations, the 6a.st should be tilted

GUARD bAkwards slightly so. that the load

will not fall forward off the forks.

Only when the load i8 being placed-in

the required position in a stack,

LOAD BACK EST
EXTENSIO

should the mast be tilted forward.

-Lift trucks are now required to

be, equipped with a horn for warning

people of the movement of the truck.

Also, lift trucks are,frequently

equipped with a flashin? light to give

, visible warning of the truck's approach

and location. Figure 4 shims the over-

head'guard, load baCkrest extension,Figure 4. Forklift truck.

Page 6/SH,25
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-
mast, and general appearance of the lift truck:' ,

,: 'Only trainedand authorized operators areallowed to op' rate.l'ift trucks.

Lift truck manufacturers can often supply the materials for a good training

program ;that includes safety procedures. This
Aprogram,

along with spec
. .

instructions for the employers' specific needs, ensures that the operator'is

competent in the basic operation of, the lift truck.. Each operator training

course should includeginformation orrrthe following truck operations:

Inspecting the truck pri to use.a.
)

The function.pd proper use of truck controls.

114neral truck loadin practices. '

Loading and unloading, highway trucks and trailers. ,

Loading and unloading railrbad cars.,

Traveling Speeds.

Cornering speeds\
.

The importance of adequate clearance and of looking in the direction
. of travel.

.

Working in hazardous environments or with hazardous.materials.

Precautions, when leaving a truck unattended.

Refueling and.recharging operations.

The procedure to followwhen.truck defects are found.
..

Driving near pedest ians.
(

.

401How to determine i a load is safe to handle.

Specific, hazards of the trainee's prospective tasks in the plant.

Hazardous *rations that may contr4bute to an accident must be recog-.

nized and avoided. Driving up to a person 4o is in front Of a fixecOobject

may result in that perSon's being pinned to the object. A person passing

under a "raised fork may be struck by the fork if it is lowered by an operator

who does not see the person. 'Unauthorized riders may fall off-the truck or

become wedged between the truck and an obstruction. Opefators may lose an ,

atm or a leg if,limbs 'are placed between thesmast and the outside edge of the

.l.ift truck while it is in operation. "0".

When the operator of a lift truck dismounts, the load must befully

lowered, the truck controls neutralized, and the brakes set. If the operator

moves more than 25 feet from the vehicle, or if the truck is not in view, it

is considered. unattended and the power must be shut off. '"The wheels should

SH-25/Page 7
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always be blocked.when the'operator-dismounts with the lift truck on an in-

cline,

A Careful lift truck operator will check overhead clearances to be sure

that the load or,malit will notstrikeilights, pipeso sprinklers, beam, or

low door openings. The lift truck should not be parked ip fire aisles,-in

passageways to stairs or anywhere it will block fire equipment. While op-

erating the lifttruck,,the operator should always look in the.directfon of

travel. At cross aisles' or places vision is obttructed, the;k4k

Should:be slowed and the horn sounded. Grades and ,inclines Wive 10% should

be ascended and descended,at a snow speed: Under 1.1, conditions, the lift

truck should be operated at a speed that will permit stoppihg for emergencies.

Horseplay or stunt driving i4 .prohibited',' as serious damage or injury can

silitj At has pi.oven to be safest.to drive up a grade with the' load toward

the grade. Unloaded trucks 'should be driven with the forks on the down-grade

side. Wet and slippery. floors are dangerous and necessitate slowilig down.

Lift truck operators should make sure th'gt dockboards and bridgeplates are'

securely fhstened before driving them,' ( Dockboards or bridgeplates are de-
,.

vices that allow smooth passage from a gocV to a vehicle.) A lift truck

operator should' approach an elevtor with care, making stfre it is level with

the floor before driving into it. Once in the elevator, he operator should.

lower the'fork. to the floor, neutralize the controls, shift ofkthe power, and

set the brake.

There may be times when the lift truck is used to elevate a pe'rson. When

this,is sa, a safety platform secured to the lifting carriage (or forks)

should pe used, and a means provided for the person on the platform to shut

off the power on the truck. Lift trucks are rated to lift and carry a sae:

'oified weight so the appropriate truck should always be_uedo

A lift truOk'soperatOrishould inspect the truck before starting a new

shift. If the lift truck is found to be unsafe ,in any way, it should be taken

out of service until it has been restored to safe operating condition. Re-
e

pairs must be made only by trained and authorized personnel.

rage8/SH -25
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1.

mommormereirm ACTIVITY 2:

(Mark ese statements true pr false.)`

a. \ Lift trues must bey equipped with a horn.,4
.

,

b., The/mast o) a lift truck shouli, al4ys be
P tilted VI htly 'forward. '''

c. 1)ockplateS 'should be securely fastened be-
fore a vehicledriv8 ,over them.

d. If,a lift trudl operator checks his or her
truCk'and fine something needing repair,

11
he or shekShquTd immediately make repairs
on it. .

2: (Fill in the.blank.)Z-
i

a., When the operator of a lift truck dismounts, the
.

A - ,

load Must 66
I, ..

b..
.
If' 4140 operator is more than feet alpv from

1

,______.

the mehicleX, it is considered unattended. \
.

,

c. When a lift truck is used to if A, person, a

should be4ecured to''the

lifting carriage.
. - .

d. Three sa40ty devices on a powered industrial

truck are the , ' , and

4

14

e

OBJECTIVE 3: -Name two safety features of a motorized

hand truck and describe hOWthese-devices

O

0'

A-motorized hand truck., ,also knownIts a pallet.truck, is des.igned te,lift
.

NA
a load by elevating the'forks otiqy,slightly alive the floor. The lift of. the

forks is genera'lly less than six inches. ,1,oads to be transported are placed

fon pallets which allow the forks to run'oyer the lowen part of,the.pallet
4

while 'getting the forks under the load.

Some motorized -band, trucks are signed to allow t e operator to ride.?

but most are equipped with a steering handle used as th operator walks
g,

S

-12
SK-25/Page 9
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d

in &opt. The operator . 4

should lead the motorized

hand truck, except in con-

'fined areas where the op-
.

erator could be pinned be-°,

tween the hand truck and

another Object.

Certain safety de-'

vices to,makt oper-

ating a motorized hand

truck safe. .16 a normal

operating procedure the

11111101

'operator will push a but-

ton on the handle for fon-.

d or reverse gears.

'Figure 5. Obtorized hand truck.
When this button is re~

leased the, truck will stop,

thepowrwill treturned_ off, and the braks will be automatically set. An,

,

othee'safetj, device is that the controlling handle automatically returns' to
. .

theupright.position when released. The power remains shut off and the brakes
.

.are Set any time-the handle is in an dpOight position.
.

. . (

Additival, safety 'features include lights and horns to warn of the truck's
.

ppreach, IA me41 hand guard on the operating handle-.

Motorized hand trucks are powerful machines, and operating them rlquires,
, .

caution. Unauthorized riders must not be allowed and the machines shou/dte

used only for the purposes for which they are designed.

I I 11,

ACTIVITY 3:
a

1. Complete the following statements.
AP

a. .A motorized hand truck is designed to lift a load

'by.

Age 105.11-25

.

4IF'

b. .In a normal operatiniprocedure, the operation of

a pallet truck' will push

, .°.

t$
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f

2. Should an operator lead or follow a motorized hand

truck in bonfined areas?

3. Briefly describe two automatic .safety features built

into a motorized hand truck..

a.

P..

c

OBJECTIVE 4: Identify the types and functions of safety
--

features that are provided on traction and hydriulic
.1

elevators.

Today's modern elevators can be divided into two categories -1 the hydrau-

lic eleVator and the traction elevatbr. (See Figures 6 and 7.) The hydraulic .

. ,

IPOTTOI

Ail

Figure 6. Hydraulic elevator.

14

Figure 7. Tr.;ction elevator. i.

SH-25/Page1/411



elevator (Figure6) is moved y. a plunger that is driven by oil being

pumped into a cylinder. The traction eleVator (Figure 7) is a car connected-

fo a counterweight by steel ropes. These ropes are wound around a grooved
M1"

drive abeave that suppliesthe traction, or friction, necessary to move the
.."

elevator. The rope itself is nbt directly atfachel to the driving motor-

..rather, the driving motor rotates the driving sheave.

Passenger elevators are manufactured and installed to offer one of the
. ,

safest Means Ptransportation availa ?le. The structural safety_requiremen

of the material usedajn elevator manufacture is many times the minimum

strength required. Thus, the chances of a part breaking and causing an in-

jury is very small. Most, injuries involving an elevatpr are caused by its

inWpropeNse, either unintentional, or puroseful.

Many safety features are found on both hydraulic and traction elevators.

The car in which the passenger rides is made of rigid material, iS fire-re-

sistantand has limited openings.' The car doors are smooth panel doors that

are automatically opened and closed. To protect thiassengers from being

struck by the doors, a safety device is provided that will stop and/or re-

-verse the doors upon actuation. The doors close with a limited force to

-reduce possible injury. Inside the car, adequate lighting is provided,Pand

newer elevators have emergency lights to provide illumination during power--

failures. Lighting is so important that more recent building codes require a

key-operated switch to prevent pranksters from turning lights off.

The car's operating panel contains; the buttons or switches for; the passen-

ger's use in op9rating the elevator. A button for eacn floor, when pushed,.

sends th leAtor to that floor. A "door open" button holds the doors open,

or sto and reverses the doors if they'are closing. An alarm or emergency

call button is provided to alert persons outside the elevator f an emergency,

by sounding a loud bell. The emergency stop button or switch should be red,

or have a red lever. When actuated, this stop button will remove all power

from the elevator, thereby preventing it from moVing. When all power is off,

the brake is set,' and the power is removed from the door operating device.

the shaft in which the elevatOr travels is called the hoistway. It is

constructed of fire- resistant material, usually required to withstand a fire

for two-hours. The hoistway doors (those not on the car) are tested for fire-

Page }2/SH -25
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'resistance as. is all required hardwkre. Hoistway door panels are smooth in

order to prevent injury by contact Wflih the Boars while they are in motion.

The hoistwpy doors'are locked by mechanical means so that they cannot be op-
t

erated unless, the elevator car is`-at that door. The lock .also has electrical

contacts.to prevent the elevatOr from moving while the door is open.

The clearance between the elevator floor and the building floor at the

hoistway door opening is ljmited,to a maximum of 1 1/2".- This. is to provide
. _

safe entry and exit'fromtheelevator.

Hydraulic elevators have an kditionai,set of The cy-
.

linder of newer elevators has a-doublp bottom, one pIrt o which has a small

hole/init.- The purpose of this double bottom is to allow the elevator to go
s

'down slowly fn case the outside tiottom rusts through or gets a hole in it for

any reason. A manually-operateMowering valve is Provided to let the ele-

vator down in case of power failure or emergency, and a relief waive is pro-
.

vided to limit the amount orpresture to the cylinder.

$16 mitigate orrprevent acciderlts caused by the, elevator's going too high

or t*t# law, two additional safety features are provided. The plunger is

equipped with d stop ring to prohibit the elevator
:
from going too high, while

below the car, spring buffers Ara provided,to c4shion the stopping of the ele-

vator if it goes below the bottom floor. .. '.

:Traction eleVators (th5se,.witn steel ropes And a counterweight) have man-

ufacturing guidelines, also. fir4tly,'the.rails that guide the elevator up
..°

I

and down are- constructed of` teel, The steel ropes that actually support the
,

elevator are nequired.to
AL

be tksted to support four times the expected weight
-

to,,be lifted.
/

. \ t
-

Secondly, a governor prevents the elevator car from falling or from over-
.

speeding. If the elevator car exceeds its normal design speed for any reason,

a safety switch.is activated%and this sets the brake on the elevator's driving

machine,

In addition, the machine that drives the ecevator has a brake to stop

the elevator. The brakes are automatically set when there is a power inter-.

ruptiohoeso that the elevator will not'move. Below the car at the bottom

landing, either spring or oil buffers are provided. Oil buffers are similar

to shock absorbers -on an automobile. The oil buffers are made of different

I a

I

6

JO-
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sizes to pr erly cushion the stopping of the elevator ,at 6igter speeds, if
.

I the elevator go= below the bottom floc*. There are special liMit switches

at thetop and ottom of the hoistwiy to make the elevatOrs slow,down and'

stop aubmwtica

There ace many ether safety features'tuilt into elevators to make them

operate safely and wo thly. Safety must not only be designed into elevators,

but must be practiced y openetors and passengers, also. Persons riding ele-

vators should remember t .t an elevator is electrical and mechanical. It will

d6 only what iL is built to do. Passengers must oper'ate the elevator proper+

entering and exiting safely. ,Passengers should,take,particuler care to look

for.thesafety devices that'will keep the doors from closing on someone,
,

rather than trying to force the doors open.
la

ACTIVITY 4:

de 1. List five safety features found on traction ele-

vators.

a.

44r b. A

c.

d.

e.

2. Name one additional safety feature found on an hy-

draulic elevator, and explain the function of this

, feature.

3. What is the purpose of spring or oil buffers?

OBJECTIVE 5: Name at least two safety features of (a

freight elevator.

Freight elevators are used to move material and objects with or without

an assigned operator on the elevator. ABaSic safety features Are the same on

Page 14/SH-25
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4freight as on passenger elevators. The Asible differences areas follows:

The elevator car will normally be 'equipped with a gate that opens
by moving upwards.' This provides a greater width for loading op-
erations.

The hoistway doors are constructed of strong metal and mill open
with one half upiand one half down.,

' The elevator car gate'and hoistway doors may or may not be power #

operated., lip .

A mnaual car gate is proQided with both a handle and a pull strap
tb safely operate the gate.

The manual hoistway doors (bi-parting.- those which open one-half
up and/One-half dawn) are provided with a cushioned material on .

the closing edge to prevent Injuries to the operator's'hands.
.

1 Power-operated car gates are limited in speed and may be equipped
with a safetAedge that will cause the gate to stop and reopen if

. Yit strikes an' obipci\

o,

.Freight elevators, must be designed to carry much heavier loads
than passenger elewitors.carry. They must also be built to with-

' stand the heavy side thrusts and twisting forces caused by loading
and unloading, Oarticular)y with power trucks. Heavy steel construc-

tiqp must -be used in the manufacture of the car, and guiderails.
Inu4 be fastened to the hoistway walls. Frequently*.this fasten-
ihg is done'with heavy steel brackets.

The safe opening and closing' of power-operated freight car gates 4nd

hoistway, doors is dependent mostly upon the operator. -The closing of the

doors may be by continuous pressye on a close button that, if released, will

.stop and reopen t$ dbors. If t6e doors close automatically, the car gate

411 will close first, then the hoistway doors. The opqratish of the doors by

power requires the o0eAtor to make sure that the entrance is clear before

actuating the door closing button'. Ohce the door closing button is actuated,

the-operator should continually observe the,entrance to be sure that othprs

tpo not try to enter. ',The operator should stop the door motion if others are

in,dabger of being struck by the doors.

The1capacity of a freight elevator and the type of,loading permitted is

potted in large letters and figures inside the elevator. An elevator must

never be overloaded. All objects must be inside the elevator before the ele-

.
vator is"moved: The,ejevtor must be level with the floor before-loading or

unloading is done.
A
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Wen lift trucks are used, the elevator must be made to handle the

truck. The elevator should be entered slowly and squarely 'when materials

handjing equipment is used.

Emergencies may arise on either passenger or freight erevators.. If the
2-

elevator becomes inoperative a person-is in
I

it, compttent help should .

be summoned. An elevator mechanic can usually get the elevator to a floor

so the person inside the elevator may leSVe normally.. Th'4s may take a 1$ttle

tire but it is the safest method' Should the person have to be removed when

the elevator is not at a floor, the power must be turned off and necessarl

equipment to remove the person safely must be prgovided. Persons should only

be removed from an elevator, other than on a floor, by trained personnel.

Firemen are trained to remove passengers if an elevator mechanic is not avail-

or

moo.

ACTIVITY 5)

ii 1.
Now is capacity and loading indicated qn.nreight

elevator?

_2. What means are provided to operate a manual yir

gate?

4

OBJECTIVE 6:

escalators,

Name six visible safety featunis on

\ '.

'Escalators (Figue 8) h e the capacity of moving large numbers of people,

Thein a:short amount of time. The design of esca tors has changed over the

years to make them safer and asier to use. Es lafOrs are equipped with a

,)

number of

vis)ple sa

The

safety features that are visilale to per ons using then. Among these

ety features are the following:
.

nd rail must tra'vei in the same direCtion and at approximately
1.

.

. the same speed as the steps. Zhisallows a person to hold the hands
rail, (and all riders should hold the hand rail) for the entire 4 .

length of the escalator, withOut having to. let go and,regrip the
hand rail.

4
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.--K--
Figure 8. Escalator.,

.

The steps must be made'with grooves that fit into grobv)Itn'the
. .

top and bottom landing area, so that objects,will be pushecionto
the landing with no damage.

.

Hand or finger guards must be
,

provieed at he point where the
..

hand rail enters a wall opening.

An emergency stoplbutton must be located atilthestop and bottom

of the escalator and must be easily accesgible. NI

A guard must'be ptovided when an escalator passes near a floor a
,.,

nor ceiling.

Might should -be locateds,ulper the steps at the landing to make
it easier tossee the steps individually, as well as illumination

orl al) tread surfaces.

Safety features built into hn escalator but'not 'Seen by persons using

them are as foll,ows:

A'brake to stop the escalator when the power 4s ciff:

Switches to shut off power,if ple drive, chain becomes'slack, or

t

breaks.-.

Switches to.shut off power or stop the escalator if objects become
wedged between the step% and the side panel. -)

f'

A
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A speed-llmiting mechtani m known as a governor, to preventihe
`'escalator from traveling faster than a pre-determined,trate.

10
A device. to prevent,a sudden reverse ib direction of gavel.

The escalator, once stopped, can only be started with.ekey
, operator switch.

There are many safety features built into an etcalater. Theoreatest

safety factor, is proper use of,the escalator bxthe pas driger or .iders.

Pas'se"ngers should 'always stand firmly on the steps, hold the hand rail, and

should ride facing the direction of travel.' When the la di ;.is reached,

passengers. should ,step off Oromptly.

Os-

1

ACTIVITY 6:

1. State the location of the emergency stop button'

on an escalator.'

2. Why does. the hand rail travel at the same speed
, #

as the steps?

3. List three unseenfsafety features on an escalator.

a.

b.

C.

OBJECTIVE 7: Idertify at least twp safety features of

moving walkways.

The moving walkway is comparatively new in people-moving equipment'.

The walkway is.a device madorto transport pealle between points on a flat or

.
sight grade (up to a maximumaf 15 degrees). T purpose is to move people

with as little effort as possible iajalrapid man er. Some- moving walkways

look like an escalator laid flat, w1 le others lo k like a belt-type conveyor
A,

(tee Figu,re 9). The visible safety features are simi-lar to those of an escala-

tor, due to the relatively similar makeup of the two types of equipment. The
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Figure 9. Moving walkway (with incline
from 0 to 15 degrees).

greatest use of moving sidewalks has been in airports, where large,numpersle

people are arriving ald.teparting. Tight airline schedules often require that

_people move from one area to another in a minimumemount of time:

Safety *features of moving sidewalks are as follows:

The treadway should be grooved in the direction of travel.

The landings should beimade 6 receive the step tread so that the
grooves pass a plate with sections that fit into the grooves, to
push an object onto the landing with no damage.

Driving devices must have brakes which automatically set and shut
off power; in case of malfunctions.

The stoting switch should be key-operated to prevent unauthorized

Emergency stop buttons must .0provided ateach entrance and exit
'point of moving walkways, to stop movement incase of emergency.

A switch must be provided to stop moving walkWays in case a drive
chain becomes slack or broken. 1.

A governor must be provided to stop moving walkways in case of

overspeed.

A device must be provided to stop the moving walkways in case the

treadway breaks.
1. .t

22
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ACTIVITY 7:

1. When does the brake on a moving walkway set?

4

2: What is required t1b st4rt moving walkways; and

why?

p

OBJECTIVE 8: List six main operating rules of a man

lift.

A man lift is a device consisting of a power-driven endless belt that

moves in one direction only and is provided with steps or platforms. Hand

holds are attached co it, and it is used for transpdrtation of personnel

from floor to floor (see Figure 10). A man lift is often found in manufactur=

ing and storaglbuildings where there is a long distance to travel up and down.

A properly equipped and installed man lift provides 'a safe, convenient, and

space-saving.access to upper levels.

The operating rules of a man lift are a very important part o f its use

and help to explain its
I

safety features. The following rules apply .to the

use of a man lifts

J. Only'authorized'personnel trained in its Use should be permitted to.use
a man lift.

2. Unsafe conditigls do man lifts must be reported.

3. When riding a man lift, the passenger must stand squarely on the step,
faEe the belt, and grip the hand hold securely. Jumping on the step,
yanking on the hand hold, or horse.play-of any kind is prohibited.

4. Np freight, packaged goods, pipe; lumber, or materials of any kind
should beitarried or transported on any man lift.

5. No tools except those that will fit entirely within the pocket of
usual working clothes should be carried on-any man lift.

6. Before starting or restarting a man lift, it is necessary,to warn all
passengers and others the vicinity that -the man lift is to be started.

gm.
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1
* V

HEAD SHAFT
"*."... (TOP PULLEY)

UP

LANDING STEPS

0

11,

HAND HOLD

LADDER RUNGS

BOTTOM
PULLEY

DOWN

Figure 10. Man lift top and bottom.
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The floor openings that allow the belt to go up and down the building

must be within a
.

minimum andt-40ximum size. The minimum size alloys the clear-

ance of a persons body while the maximum clearance provides an easy step on

and step off. Floor openings must be located in lines one above the other'.

At each landing, certain safety features are provided. Adequate lighting

is on of these featurts and must be provided ski that the floor landing can

be seLaoeri-tepping on dr off. The landing'surfaces Must be constructed

and maintained tprovide safe footing at all'times. The maximum distance

between landings must be 25 feet or less. If the floors are more than 25 '

feet apart, another landing for emergency purposes must be installed. Emerg-

ency landings, like all other landings,.must bAaccessible from both up and

down dirctions. This allows ccess to an emergency exit ladder that is pro-

vided for the entire travel of the man lift.

On the up side of the man lift floor, openings must be provided with a

bevelled guard (or cone) to guide a body into the flobr opening, in case some-
, .

oneis leaning,out boo far. There are other types of guards that are equipped

with a switch to shutdown the man lift if the switch is engaged by a body'S

touching it.

The floor landing must be equipped with guard rails at the entrances and

exits. Thes'e guardrails must consist of a maze or staggered railing, or

it may be equipped with a handrail with self-closing gates. These precautions

are requtreAo that direct passage to,the man lift from the outer floor spaCe

is prohibited. Accidental contact with the belt and falls through the open-

ing are thus prevented.

.
The total runt,* man lift.must be kept clear of any obstruction.. If

i*t is necessary to have an obstruction near tfieiuman lift, use of the man lift

should be discontinued. At the lower lhnding, safety switches must be in-

stalled so that if a passenger travels past the lower landing, the man lift

will stop.

tThe man lift must also be equipped at the upperlanding with safety

switbies or devices that will stop the man,lift if the passenger fails to get

off. The upper landing must also have a sign which reads "TOP FLOOR GET

OFF" with letters at least two inches high. A red warning light of at least .

('40 watts must be located immediately below the upper landing terminal, located

Page 22/SH-25
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v.

to shine directly in the passenger's fete.. This warning light alerts passen-

gers that the top landing is.just ahead.

An emergency grab rail Or railing platform must be provided at the ;top

tfiti man lift where,the distance to the top pulley is over six feet abovet

the top landing. This rail will bermit'the rider to swing-free, should thd

emergency stops Oecome'inoperable. In addition to the'recluired lightihg at

floor landings, theman lift must be illuminated for its entire travel.

The means of illuminatimust be controlled by one switch that will t!Arthe
,

lights on at every ,tanding. #

The machine powering the man lift must be equipped with a brake that is

mechanically applied and electrically released. This type-of brake will set

ifithe power is turned off Ire machine. The safety switches located at the

top and bottom yin case of,pvertraVel by passengers, must be manually reset
, .

to ensure that the prdblem has been corrected. Safety switches should be

-located so that they cannot be reset by a person standing on a, man lift step.

A rope - controlled emergency stop device must be installed and must

'travel the full run-of the man lift belt. This rope is to be located withi

easy reach of the up and down runs of the belt and must be provided with rope:

ri guides anc pulley arrangements.so that it will not have too much sideways

movement. The rope is connected to d control lever or operating mechanism

that will cut offIhe power and apply the brake, when pulled in the diYe

of travel:

The sups of the-Man lift must be strong enough to support a load of 400

pounds.. Every step must have i hand hold for both the up and down travel of

the man lift. If a step or hand hold is removed, the hand hold or/step ilhat

it is used withilmust also be removed. This precaution prevents a passenger

from grabbing a hand hold and having no step to stand on or from standing

on a step and having no hand hold to grasp.

Instructions alibearning sig ns are required on every- landing. The in-

structions for each lower,landing must read approximately as follows: FACE

THE BELT USE THE HAND HOLD TO STOP, PULL ROPE. A visitor's Warning sign

must,be installed -at'each landing. ThAsign Should read: AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL

ONLY.

. 2,6

0
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Man lifts must be regularly - tested an inspected by competen t, desig-

nated person at interval s of not more than 30 days: The limit switches, or

safety devices at the no and bottom of the man lift, shourt be checked at

-least weeklyi4 a d `liftsperson. Man found to be in unsafe condi-

tions must not be operated until properly repaired.

An inspection lot. must be kept. This log must outline what was found

during the inspection, and must be signed and dated by the person designated.

Records -of the inspection must be made available to authorized inspection moo

. agencies. The periodic inspection should cover but not be limited to the

following features :

Bel t and belt joints

Bottom pulley clearance

r Bottom pulley take up'

I

Brake ., .
--Drive coupling

` Driving mechanism

El ectrica 1 switches

ire-cf4r lanai rigs

Guard rails . -
. . '
' .f."--`11and...betei' fastenings
.
' . Illumination

Safety switches

Lubrication

Motor

Motor- coupl i rigs.-
,

Pul 1py bearing's ,

Pulley , Supports

ic

. Rai l supports and fastenings

ails and tracks,

oilers and slides

'Rope 'control stops,

steps

Step fastenings.

Top pulleys

.4
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Vibrati on and mi sal i gnment

Warning signs and lights

ACTIVITY 8:.

(Mark each statement true or.false.)
, 1, Hand rai 'are requi re/ around floor landings

,of man lifts.
2. Safety switches are ,required at the top and

bottom of man 1 fts .

3. Si gns are required at everj, floor of a
man lift.

4., The machine is not required to have a brake.
...411M

'OBJECTIVE 9: Listnine safety procedures for aerial
bucket devices.

An aerial. bucketbdeviee (figure.11) is any vehicle-mgnted4device, tele-
%

scoping, or articulating, or both, that is used, to position.personnel. Aerial

buckets 4\ybe constructed of metal, wood, or fiberglass -rein d plastic.

they may be either powered or manually .o rated. Aerial bucked ;vices are

used in 41Liety of operations, are used most extensively:by electric

power companies. They provide a safe,- convenient, and practical method of

positioning #orkerl so they can plrform'wo'fk on overhead lines. In such

Anstaiices aerialzbuckets must be insulatedto prevent conduction of electric-

i ty thic safety rules for aerial buclesti- devices include the 'following:

efore aerial trucks bare moved for travel,,,- aerial devices must be
secured in lower traveling position,/ This is doneby locking

abovethe device ove the truckk or by any other equally effective
means (such as a cradle thwill prevent rotation of the aerial
device).
Lift controls must be tested prior to use each day, to determine-

. that such controls are in-safe working condition.
Only trained personnel may operate an aerial lift.
"Belting off" to adjacent poles, structures,. or equipment while
working from an aerial lift is not permitted. "Belting off".
means attaching a rope to other structures for added stability.

28
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Fig
s

Aerial bucket device.

Employees Must always stand firmly on the floor of the baskele must
not sit or climb on the edge of the basket or us9 planks, la ders,
or other devices for a work position.

A body belt must be worn, and.a lanyard attached to the boom or
basket, when working from an aerial lift.

'Boom 'and basket limits specified by the 'manufacturer must not

be exceeded.

Brakes must be set, and outriggers, when used, Tust be positioned '.

on pads on a seliesurface. Wheel chocks must be installed before

using an aerial lift on an incline.

An aerial lift truck may not be moved whdh*the boom is elevated

in a working position while personnel are on the. bas.ket. (Equipment

especially designed for this type of operation is excepted from

this rule.)

An aerial bucket designed primarily as a,personnel caerrier must have both

upper and lower contr ols. Upper controfs must be in or beside the bucket,

within easy reach of the operator. Lower controls must be provided and must

be capable of roverriding the upper control. Controls must be,plainly marked'

as to their operation. Lower level controls must not be operated unless

permission has been obtained from the employee in the lift, except in an S.

emergency.
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Safety features of the'aerial*boom equipment have improved over the past

few years. The booms and buCketS are designed in such a way that the bucket

is'in an upright Position at'all times, and the boom only extends as far as'

can be safely carrietby the,vehide upon which is is mounted. Extendi

boom too far may cause thp vehicle to or to turn over. For a longer re

or the boom, the vehicle isipyqvided with outri-ggers. An outrigger is a de-

vice,, fastened to the truCk,'which.extends farther out than the truck's body.
t

This allows more stability in the operation of the device. The controls on

an aerial bucket are located so",that they will not be accidentally engaged.

They,are the type that require constant presure, so that if'released, all

motion mill stop.

Aerial lift devices are required to be built and tested in accordance

with federal standards. ihts, the operator knows that the equipment has been

designed to withstand the loadand to perform the service for which it is to

be.used.

ACTIVITY 9:

(Mark these statements true or false.)

1. An aerial bucket is a device hung by a rope.

2. An serial bucket device is primarily for people,

,and has controlsat the base and at the bucket.

3. An aerial bucket device has to be adjusted to

maintain the bucket "fin an.upright position.

4. Aerial-bucket device controls turn themselves

off if they are release4.

OBJECTIVE 10: State the,procedures for, and ftequency

of, inspections of personnel ovement devices.

Every device that ii.used,requires inspection-an4 maintenance. A thor-

ough inspection, requires operating the equipment, as well asvisually checking

Sit, to make sure that tt is in good working order., Maintenance of equipment

means that it is being properly lubricated, adjusted and repaired. .Preventive
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maintenance, perforviedlefore a breakdown can occur can save time, money, and

may poWbly prevent an accident. Preventive maintenance can tie schedOed

to be performed under:ideal conditions, whereas breakdown conditions are

rarely favorable. InspectiQJ and Maintenance of equipment is highly -stressed

by manufacturers, owners,and 'ageniates responsible for safe operation of the

equipment. The potential to dRcreasg accidents and limit unnecessary costs

warrants regular, thorough inspection.-

The inspection and maintenance of, material and perSonnel movi evices

should be perfctrmed on a regular basis.. Since lift trucks are of perated

on a daily basis, and sometimes on a 24-hdur basis, it is necessary for oper-

ators of these trucks to inspect their trucks before goin on duty. Thi% is

also true of motorized hand trucks, which are not as complicated as lift

trucks, but which -still requii:fle insp ctfon and maintenance. Only ff'ained

mechanics should carry out:mainten ce on either type &,yehicle.

Elevators, escalators, and mov ng walks require inspections by trained

personnel. Elevators are in very common use and the only items visible to
.

(,,

the operatdr and passenger.are usually the.dbors, the operating' button, the

cab in which a 'person rides, and the lights. Most of the equipment:is- located ,

inside the elevastor hoistwayrand-ja_the,.machine room. Elevators are normally

inspected to see that the equitrient is not worn, that all, electrical, connec-

tions are correct, and that the elevator operates properly. An elevator re-
,

quires a special tekt-to laOle surethe safety devices are working. Safety

devices are norMall.etIsted every 12 monlhs, with no load in the elevator and

at slow speed. Evefy 'five years, the safety devices are tested with a full

load in the elevator and at full speed.

Escalators and moving WeAks are tested on yearly basis to make sure

that the operating buttons, emergency buttons; emergency stopping switches,

governor, and other deOces are in,good working order. The step treads and ,

landings are checked to-be sure they are in good condition and then the inter-

nal parts of the'escalator are inspected and lubricated.. Since the escalator

is running continuously, there is no practical means of getting into the es-

calator unless parts are removed. I
Theinspection and maintenance of a man lift'is covered in Objective 8.

It is particularly important-that inspections of a man lift be made every
. .
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30 days. However, limit switches should be checked every seven days. A log

of these inspections must be maintained. The maintenance on the man lift

requires that it be properly lubricated, that the wiring and sign's be main-

tained, that safety switches be kept operable at all 'times, and that the

required guard be in place.

The inspectiob of aerial bltick s should be Made on a daily basis. The

insulated portion s of aerial bucket 'should be checked on a routine basis

for damage, and at'certain intervals, should-6e checked to make sure that

insulation is not shorting out'. Hydraulic lines should be checked for leakage.

and any detection,of oil around the mechinism should be noted *Id reported for

repair, if necessary.

. , .
ACTIVITY 16:

1. What two steps does a thorough inspection procedure

involve? ..

a

b

2. Why are regular, thorough inspections a good idea?,

3. How often should lift trucks..be 4nspected, and

bywhom?

REFERENCES

American National Standards Institute. Safety Standards for Manlifts.

Am!Lisan National. Standards Institute A90.1, New7ork: 1976.

1/Safety Standards for Conveyor's and Related Equipment. American

NatiOnal Standards Institute 820.1, New Yor117 1976.

U.S. Department of Labor. General' Industry Standards. Revised March 1, 1979

OSH Standards (29 CFR 1910):

32
41.
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ANSWERS TO ACTIVIflEs$

ACTIVITY 1

1. a. 'Loading points.

Transfer points.

c. .Discharge points.

1

d. The area around rollers, pulleys, or belts.

e. Shear points where telt is close the wall.

2. The cause of stoppage should be detwitned 'and cleared.

ACTIVITY 24" i

1. a. True.

. b. False:

c. True.

d. False.

3. a. Fully lowered.

b. Twenty -five.

c. Safety platform. (

.4

d (Any three.) '

IF

Horn, light; overhead gdard, load brackrpt and extensloC
4

ACTIVITY 3

1. a. Elevating the forks only slightly,above the floor; the forks run
over the lower part,of the pallet while getting the forks under

the load.

b. A button on the handle for forward or reverse gears.

2! An operator should follow a motorized hand truck in confiried areas.

3. a. At any tithe the operating, buttons or controlling handles are
released, the vehicle will automatically stop, the power will
be turned off and the. brakes set.

b. The controlling haridle automatically returns` to the upright

position.

ACTIVITY 4

1. 36 The passenger car is made of rigid, fire-resistant material.

b. The car doors are smooth panel doors and automatically open and

close.

c. A safety dey ..i.s.e. stops and/or reverses the door's opening to prevent

people from being struck by the door.

d. Doors close with a limited force.

e: An alarm or emergency call bell is provided for emergencies.
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f. An emergency stop button will remove power from the elevator and

set the brake.

g. The elevator shaft (hoistway) is fire- resistant.

h. The haistway doors are fire-resistantt.

The hoistway doors will not open unless the elevator car is at

that door.

) 2. (Any one.)

The cylinder has a double bottom, one part of which has a small hole.

Thus, the elevator will br lowered slowly if the outside bottom rusts

through.

A manually-operited lowering valve.is provided to let the elevator down

in case of power failure or emergency.

A relief valve is.proviaed to limit the amount of pressure to the

AP
cylinderl.

3. Spring or oil buffers cushion the stopping of the elevator.

ACTIVITY 5

1. Capacity and loading specifications are posted inside the elevator in

large letters.. s,
2. A handle and a pull strap.

ACTIVITY 6

1. At the top etd bottom of the escalator.

2. So that the person usijg the escalator will not be pulled along by

the rail and will not have to let go and regrip the rail.

3. Ary three of the second bulleted list (of six) on pages 17 and 18.

ACTIVITY 7

1. When power is off.

2. A key; to prevent unauthorized use.

ACTIVITY .8

1.* True,

2. True.

3: True.

4. False.
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ACTIVITY 9

1. False.

2. True. '

3: False.

4. .True.

ACTIVITY 10

1. , e. Visual inspection.

b. Operating the equipment.

2. Because of their potential to decrease accidents and limIt

un4celsary costs.

3. Daily, at the beginning of each shift; by perators.
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